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This paper considers three types of problems: (i) the problem of independence 
of two sets, (ii) the problem of spheric&y of the covariance matrix Z, and (iii) 
the problem of intraclass model for the covariance matrix 8, when the column 
vectors of X are independently distributed as multivariate normal with co- 
variance matrix Z and E(X) = BKA, A and B being given matrices and 5 and 
I: being unknown. These problems are solved by the likelihood ratio test 
procedures under some restrictions on the models, and the null distributions 
of the test statistics are established. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
The linear growth curve model of Potthoff and Roy [6] can be written as 
W, , BW, , % W (1-l) 
where X, = (x,,~~) is a p x n, matrix of pn, observations x,,~~ such that 
E&J = B& , COV(X,,~~ , x,,J~,) = aii’wii’ , C = (aii,), W = (wji,) for i, 
i’ = 1, 2,..., p, and j, j’ = 1, 2 ,..., n, . It is assumed that W, B, and Al are 
known matrices of respective orders n, x n, , p x 9, and m x n, , and X and 
5 of respective order p x p and 4 x m are unknown matrices. Rao [8] gives a 
unified approach for point estimation of linear functions of 5 when p = 1, and 
W is known, while if W is partially known having the structure W = Cj”=, ujWj , 
Wj (j = 1, 2,..., K) being specified completely. Rao [9] considered the point esti- 
mation of linear functions of u1 , a, , . . . , U, by using MINQUE technique. Here, we 
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consider the problem of testing certain structures on C. We assume the normality 
of the column vectors of Xc, and write it as 
Since W is symmetric, positive, semidefinite, and known, we can write 
W = W’, V being a matrix of order n, x n and of rank n (= rank of W 
denoted by p(W)), and then 
x = X,V(V’V)-1 - Nm(BSA, z, I,) 
with I,, being an identity matrix of order n x n and A = A,V(V’V)-I. Thus, 
without loss of generality, we shall take W = I, and write the growth curve 
model (1.1) as 
W, Bv1, C), 
where the column vectors of X are independently and normally distributed 
with the same covariance matrix C, which we shall assume as nonsingular 
throughout the paper, and EX = BE$A. 
Under the foregoing model, Potthoff and Roy[6], Rao [7], Khatri [3], and 
Krishnaiah [5] gave test procedures for testing H,(PgQ = 0) against H # H,, , 
and Potthoff and Roy [6], Khatri [3], and Krishnaiah [5] gave simultaneous 
confidence bounds on PE,Q. Here, we consider the following three types of 
problems when p(B) = rank of B < pl: 
(i) Problem of Independence. Let us partition X and B as 
Pl P2 4 
Then, we consider the null hypothesis Z&(X,, = 0) against H # H,, under the 
condition p(B) = p(B,) + p(BJ. If this condition is violated, then the problem 
is difficult and will be Fisher-Behren’s type from a different view point. 
(ii) Testing of Sphericity. We consider the null hypothesis HO (C = 
a%, G is a given positive definite and 2 is unknown) against H # HO . 
(iii) Intrmlass Model. We consider that the null hypothesis H,, (Z = 
arG + uaww’, u1 and a, are unknown, G is a known positive definite and w is 
a given vector) against H # HO, under the condition that w lies in the column 
space of B (i.e., w = By for some y). 
1 When p(B) = p, the estimable parametric functions are BE, and, hence, the model 
does not remain a growth curve type. 
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For these three problems, we obtain the likelihood ratio test procedures and 
establish their null distributions. In Section 4, these problems are extended to 
complex Gaussian distribution which were defined by Goodman [2]. 
2. LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST PROCEDURES 
Before proceeding to the derivation of the test procedures, we shall need the 
following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Let X be distributed as N,,,(BeA, C, I,). Then the maximum 
likelihood estimates e and 2 of 5 and Z are 
and 
Z$ = TXA’(AA’)- + r~ - TBrjAA’(AA’)-, 
ne = S + (I, - BT) S1(I, - T’B’), 
where q is an arbitrary q x m matrix, P- means a g-inverse of P, Sr = 
XA’(AA’)- AX’, S = XX’ - S,, and T = (B’S-lB)- B’S1 when n > p + p(A). 
The maximum value of the likelihood is given by 
(n/27r)nr12 1nil I-nj2 exp(-np/2). 
For the proof, one can refer to Khatri [3]. 
(1.3) 
LEMMA 2. Let Q be any matrix such that p(BQ) = p(B). Then 
BQ(Q’B’BQ)- Q’B’ is unique with respect to any g-inverse and with respect to 
any matrix Q. 
This follows from the results given by Rao and Mitra [lo] and Khatri [4]. 
LEMMA 3. Let us assume that p(B) + p(B(.)) = p, B’B(.) = 0 and G is a 
p x p Hermitian positive semidej%ite such that p(GB) = p(G). If  G- is a g-inverse 
of G, then 
G = B(B’G-B)- B’ + GB(.,(B’(.,GB(.,)- B(.,G. 
The proof is similar to the one given by Khatri [3] for the nonsingular G, 
and for B and Bc., of full ranks. Note that B’G-B is unique with respect to 
any g-inverse G- of G. 
LEMMA 4. Let X, and Xz be independently distributed with the respective 
distributions N gl,n,(BIWl, Xl , I,,> and Np2,n,(B2U21 x2 , I,,> such that 
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p(B1) + p(B,) = p(B1’ B,‘) and 5 is a q x m matrix and Z, and X, are com- 
pletely unknown p, x p, and p2 x p, positive dejnite matrices. Assume that 
minh , n2) 3 P = pl + P, . Then the maximum likelihood estimates 2, and 2, 
of X, and C, ure given by 
n& = Sj + (Ipj - T,) S,,,(I,, - Tj’), Tj = Bj(B;S;‘Bj)- B,‘S,‘, 
E$ = XjAj’(AjAjl)- AjXj’ and Sj = X,X,, - Sl,j 7 for j= 1,2, 
and the maximum value of the likelihood is given by 
P)- (n1P1+nzVz)‘2 ] 8, jVnl” 1 2, )-nz’2 exp(-(n,p, + n,p,)/2). 
Proof. Let the rank of Bj be rj (j = 1,2), and let us write Bj = A,R, 
such that Aj is a pj x rj matrix of rank rj and Rj is an rj x q matrix of rank 
rj . Then on account of p(B1’ B,‘) = or + r2 , we have p(R1’ R,‘) = rl + r2 and 
(R,’ R,‘) is a q x (yl + 2> Y  ma rix. This shows that the estimable functions from t 
($5 are only (rl + r.Jm given by @)g, and, hence, we shall write R,g = q, 
and R.& = Q, having no common element between qI and r~s . Then using 
Lemmas 1 and 2, we get the required result. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be distributed us N,,,(BSA, a2G, I,) where 5 and a2 are 
unknown and G is a known p x p positive definite matrix. Then the maximum 
value of the likelihood is given by 
(27r)-n9/2(62)-“p/2 exp(-np/2) 1 G I--n/2, 
where 
npa2 = Tr G-lS + Tr(G-1 - G-lB(B’G-lB)- B’G-1) S1 , 
s, = W(M)- Ax and s = xx’ - s, . 
This is easy to establish. 
LEMMA 6. Let X be distributed as N&BPA, qG + u2ww’, I,), where G 
is a known positive definite matrix, w is a known vector, and aI and cr2 are unknown 
so that a, > 0 and a, + w’G-Iwo, > 0. Then the maximum value of the likeli- 
hood is given by 
(2,)-np’28;n(p-1)‘2(B1 + w’G-~w~~;)-~/~ 1 G I--n’2 exp(-np/2), 
where 6, and 8, are the solutions of the equations: 
n(p& + w’G-lw6,) = Tr SG-l + Tr(G-l - G-lB(B’G-lB)- B’G-l) S, 
+ y622z/(6, + w’G-lwe2 - ~i?,)~, 
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and 
t~w’G-~w(~~ + w’G-lwe2) = w’G-*SG-*w - - ~(8, + w’G-~w~,)~ 
(6, + w’G-lwc?, - z6,)2 ’ 
with 
y = w’(G-l - G-lB(B’G-lB)- B/G-l) S,(G-l - G-lB(B’G-1B) B’G-l)w, 
z = w’G-lB(B’G-‘B)- B’G-lw, 
s, = xAyAA’)- Ax’, and s =xX’--*. 
In particular, if p(B w) = p(B), then w = B(B’G-lB)- B’G-lw, and so 
n(p - I) 6, = Tr G-lS + Tr(G-1 - G-lB(B’G-lB)- B’G-I) S1 
- w’G-*SG-~W/W’G-~W, 
and 
n& + w’G-lwb,) = w’G-lSG-lw/w’G-lw. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the logarithm of the likelihood function is given 
bY 
Constant - (n(p - 1) log CT~ + n log(aI + w’G-%J,) 
+ Tr(G - u~ww’/(v~ + w’G-‘wu,)) 
x G-l(X - BW)(X - BSA)’ G-+,)/2. 
Differentiating with respect to u1 , u2 , and 5, we get the likelihood equations 
in B, , 6, , and g as 
n(& + w’G-lwc?,) = w’G-l(X - B&)(X - B&i)’ G-‘w/w’G-lw, 
n(pal + w’Gm1wB2) = Tr(G - 6,ww’/(aI + w’G-lw6,)) 
x G-l(X - B&)(X - B&)‘G-I, 
and 
[B’(G-1 - ~,G-%w’G-~/(B, + w’G-lwG,))B] @I 
= B’(G-l - b,G-1ww’G-1/(6, + w’G-lw6,)) XA’(AA’)-A. 
In order to solve for g, we use the following particular g-inverse of (B’fFB): 
(B’%lB)- = CT~[B’G-~B - ~,B’G-%vw’G-~B/(L+~ + ~‘G-~ws,)]- 
= a,(B’G-lB)- 
+ ~,c?~(B’G-~B)- B’G-‘ww’G-~B(B’G-~B)-/(~~ + z,&J, 
with Z, = w’G-1~ - w’G-lB(B’G-lB)- B’G-lw, and then the solution of e 
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is used in simplifying (X - B&). By this way, we get the final result as 
mentioned in Lemma 6. 
(2.a) Test Procedure for Independence 
Let us define matrices Bcl) and B(a) of respective order p1 x (pl - yl) and 
p, x (pa - r,), yj is equal to p(Bj), such that 
p(Bj) + ,4Bw) = Pj 0’ = 132) and B;B(,, = 0. 
Then on account of p(B) = p(BJ + p(BJ, we get a matrix B(.) , such that 
B1.j = (‘2 Byaj), B’B(.) = 0 and p(B) + p(B(.)) = P- 
Now, let us define further 
Pl P-2 Pl P2 
where SI = XA’(AA’)- AX’ and S = XX.- S, . Then using Lemmas 1, 2, 
and 4, we get the likelihood ratio test procedure for testing H&a = 0) 
against H # Ho as 
reject H, if X < c, ; otherwise accept I&, 
where c, is a constant such that P(X < c, \ Ho) = 01, and taking 
and 
A, = I B;.,(S + S,) B(., l/l B$h + S,,n) B(1) I I J%(S,, + Sm)Bm I, 
we have 
A = x,x, . 
(2.b) Test Procedure for Sphericity 
Using Lemmas 1 and 5, we get the likelihood ratio test procedure for testing 
H&C = GG) against H # H,, as 
reject HO if h < c, ; otherwise accept HO, 
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where c, is a constant such that P(A < c, 1 HO) = a, and 
1 S 1 ( I, + (S-l - S-lB(B’S-lB)- B’S-i) S, 1 
A = 1 G J [(Tr G-54 + Tr(G-l - G-lB(B’G-lB)- B’G-l) S,}/p]p ’ 
with S and S, as defined in (2.a). 
(2.~) Test Procedure for Intraclass Model 
Using Lemmas 1 and 6, we get the likelihood ratio test procedure for testing 
H,(C = ulG + U,WW’) with w = By for some y against H # H,, as 
reject H, if A<c,; otherwise accept HO , 
where c, is a constant such that P(X < c, I HO) = 01 and 
x = ( S ( 1 I + (S-l - S-iB(B’S-iB)- B/S-l) S, I(w’G-lw)(p - l)P-i 
[ 
1 G ] (w/G-lSG-lw)[Tr(G-l - G-%vw’G-~/w’G-~w)S 
+ Tr(G-l - G-rB(B’G-lB)- B’G-r) S,]“-l 1 
with S and S, as defined in (2.a). 
3. NULL DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE TEST PROCEDURES 
In this section, we shall derive the exact distributions of the test statistics 
A’s under the null hypothesis. 
(3.a) Distribution of A Derived in (2.a) 
Let us take matrices Bo) , Bc,) , and Bc., as defined in (2.a) and let us write 
Bj = B,,Bj, , where Bi, and Bj, are pj x rj and rj x q matrices of ranks 
rj (J’ = 1, 2). Then if 
Bin, = (2 ;j, P = (Bc,,) Bt.,) is nonsingular. 
Further, we note that X depends on S and Si , it is easy to verify that they can 
be represented as 
s=w and s1 = Y,Y,‘, (3.1) 
where Y and Yr are independently distributed, Y N AJ,,,JO, Z, 1,-J and 
Yr N i’V,,,(BgA, , Z, It), t = p(A) and A,A,’ = AA’. Let us make the trans- 
formations 
P’Y = (Gi) = Z and B’(.)Y, = Z, . 
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Then Z and Zs are independently distributed as 
and 
z - N,,,-,(O, P’CP, L-t), with r = rr + r2 . 
We may note that Z1 - (B;,,zB(.))(B;.,cB(.))-l Z, = Zu) and Z, are indepen- 
dently distributed, Z, - Np-r.n--t(O, B;.,+.) , L-J and 
Further, we note that under Ho, 
and 
and if Zi = (Zi, Z;,) for j = 1, 2, and Z’ o) = (Z;,,, Z;,,,) with necessary parti- 
tions, then 
for j = 1,2, and ZuI) and Zua) are independently distributed with 
for j = 1,2. Notice that with these transformations, under Ho , we can write 
A, = I &,(L - z2’(w,‘)-’ Z,) z;, I l-&l I Z,,,)(I,~, - z;j(z,jz;j)-l Z,j) z;lj) I ’ (3.2) 
and 
x2 = I Wz’ + 232; l/fi ( Zr&jZ$ + ZSjZji I) (3.3) 
1=1 
withZs’ = (GIZ&). Under H,, , it is easy to see that Ar and A, are invariant under 
right nonsingular scale transformations on Zuj) , Zap and Z3 , (j = 1,2), and, 
hence, we shall take without loss of generality. 
zw - ~%,-,(O, I, 5 L--t)> and G Zs) - N,-,,m I,, 3 13. (3.4) 
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We know the distribution of A, provided the distribution of A1 does not depend 
on 2, . We shall show later that AI and A, are independently distributed. 
We shall try to obtain the distribution of A, when 2, is fixed. Let us write 
z, = (f:: ;2)(;;), A’ = (4’ A,’ As’), (3.5) 
where A is an (n - t) x (n - t) orthogonal matrix and Tjj is a nonsingular 
(pj - Tj) x (pj - .) r, ma rrx or j = 1, 2. Using the transformation t * f 
Vl, 
V2S 1 :i = V (say>, (3.6) 
p,--r, p,--r, n--t-p+r 
we find that 
and 
&lLt - zl(z2lw-’ Z21) Zill) = v12v;2 + v,y;, , 
Z(12)Lt - z;,G2*z;,)-’ Z*2) z (12) = W2922) T, (;;) + V,aV;, , 
Zdn-t - Z,‘(Z2KTl z2> Zil, = (p) w;, v;,> 
with 
(3.8) 
To = I,-, - (fi!) (T,,‘G + T,J;,)-’ CT21 T,,), (3.9) 
Since To is an idempotent matrix of rank (p - r) - (pa - r2) = p, - r, , 
we can find semiorthogonal matrix I’ of order (p - r) x (pr - rl) such that 
To = rr’, r’r = I,,-,, . 
Using the transformation V, = (Vzl V,,)I’. Then V, , V,, and V,l = 
(Vi, V;l,) are independently distributed, V, - Nre.91-rl(0, IT*, Ip1-71), V,, - 
~T1.92-r2(Q b, , I,,-r,) and V2 - ~r,n--t--P+r(O, I,, Lt--l)+v). Assume n - t 2 P, 
we have 
4 = I VaV,’ l/l V12K2 + V12Ya I I V2V2’ + v23v;a I* (3.10) 
We notice that the distribution of V,Vi is Wishart with (n - t - p + r) 
degrees of freedom (d.f.) [denoted by Vy,’ - W,(n - t - p + r, I,)], and it 
is easy to verify that V,,V& , V,g& and (V13V;3)-1/2 V13V&(Vz9V;13)-‘la = Q 
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(say), are independently distributed, Vj3V;3 - W,,(n - t - p + Y, I,,) for 
j=1,2and h d t e ensity function of Q is 
Constant 1 I,, _ QQ' Iin-t-M/Z (3.11) 
With this, (3.10) can be written as 
4 = I I,, - QQ' I I V,Y;, I I V,,V;, Ill V,zV;, + V,,V;, I I V,V,' + VzaV;s I. 
(3.12) 
This shows that the distribution of III does not depend on Z, and so h, and h, 
are independently distributed under H,, . Further, they are distributed as the 
product of beta variates. Using well known results, the hth moment of X under 
H,, can be given by 
where 
E(P) = (ml”)(EA2h), (3.13) 
Jwlh) = 
r5-p + (n - t-p + ~)/W,,((~ - t-p, + 4wT,((~ - t-p, + r2)/2) 
[ 
P,(@ 
- t - p + r)P) r,,(h + (n - t - P, + r,M 
x C,(h + (n - t - ~2 + r2M I’ 
(3.14) 
and 
I’,-,@ + $2) &,,W) r~,-&i2) 
‘(‘2’) = r,-,(n/2> I&,,(h + n/2) &-,Jh + n/2) ’ (3.15) 
r&/2) = nP(P-1)/4 fi r((n - j  + 1 Y2). 
j=l 
From this, one can obtain the exact distribution of h by using the inverse 
Mellin’s transform, and the approximate distribution can be obtained by using 
the results given by Anderson [l]. 
(3.b) Distribution of A of (2.b) 
As noted in (3.a), we shall consider S = YY’ and S, = YY1’ where 
Y - iVp,,&O, C, Inet), Y1 - iV,,,(BSA,, C, It) with A,A,’ = AA’ and Y 
and Y, are independently distributed. Let p(B) = I, and let us write 
B = &,,B, , Bi,,B(., = 0, 432) = yr and P = (B(,) B(.)) 
683/3/1-S 
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is nonsingular. Taking 
Z = (2) = P’Y and Z, = B’(.,Y, , 
we find that 
z - ND,,-t(O, P’CP, I,-,) and Z, - N,-,,,(O, Bi.,=,., 3 It>, 
and 
X = I ZZ' I I Z&' + Z,Z,' I/l P’GP I I Z2Z2’ I 
x ((tr(P’GP)-’ ZZ’ + Tr(B$3G# ~S&‘)/P)~. 
We may note that under HO, P’XP = usP’GP, and B;.,XBt., = u2B;.,GBc.) and 
further, the statistic X is invariant under scale transformation, we can take without 
loss of generality, u = 1. Let us write 
so that T,,Ti, = B;.,GBf., , Tll’G = B~,,B(~)(B~,,G-lBo)-lB~o,%) y and 
Tll and T,, are nonsingular. Let us use the transformation 
(% ::,-‘Z = (zi) and T;.Zs = Vs. 
Then, under H,, , V, , V, and V, are independently distributed, 
Vl - Nr,n--to I,? Lt) and v = w, V,) - NP,,,(O> 194 , I,) 
(3.16) 
and 
h = I Vi&-, - Va’(V2Va’)-l V,) V,’ I I VV’ j/[(Tr V,V,’ + Tr VV’)/#. (3.17) 
Now, keeping V, as fixed and making the orthogonal transformation 
VIQ = t-5 W2>, 
so that 
VIVl’ = WIWl’ + W,W,‘, W,W,’ = V,V,’ - V~V2’(V2V2’)4 V,V,‘, 
we find under H,, that W, , W2 and V are independently distributed, 
W, - NT,,,-t-p+r(Q 1, > In--t--9+& Wz - Nm--,P, 1,) L), 
and V - N,-,.,#A I,-, > I,), (3.18) 
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X = 1 W,W,’ 1 1 VV’ l/{(Tr WIW1’ + Tr VV’ + Tr W,W,‘)/p}p. (3.19) 
From (3.18) and (3.19), it is easy to establish that under 25, , A can be represented 
as the product of beta variates and further, it can be shown that 
1 pphr, (” - t ; p + r + h) r,-,[(n/2) + h] x r nP - tr + (P - r)y _ P(P - 1) ( 2 4 ) n\ll 
From this, one can obtain the exact distribution of h by using the inverse 
Mellin’s transform, and the approximate distribution can be obtained by using 
the results given by Anderson [I]. 
(3.c) Distribution of A of (2.c) 
As noted in (3.a), we shall consider S = YY’ and S, = YrYr’ where Y and 
Y, are independently distributed, 
y - N,,,-40, c, In-t) and Yr - ~,,t(B~~ 3 =, It) 
with A,A,’ = AA’. 
Since p(B w) = p(B) = Y and G is positive definite, we can write 
where B(s) is a p x (Y - 1) matrix of rank (r - l), w’G-lB(,) = 0, (B(,) w) 
is a p x Y matrix of rank Y and (B,‘b’) is q x Y matrix of rank Y. Let B(.) 
be a p x (p - r) matrix of rank (p - Y) such that 
W%, ~1 = 0, and (CO B(s) B(.,) is nonsingular. 
Let us use the transformations: 
P’Y =z, (B;.,GB&“” B’(.,Y, = 2, , 
where P = (G-1~/(~‘G-1~)1/2 i G-1B(o)(B;o,G-‘B(o))-1’2 i B(.)(B;.,GB(.))-1’2) 
and Z’ = (z i Zr’ f 2,‘) is partitioned in the same way as P. Then under HO, 
it is easy to verify that z, Z, , Z, , Z, are independently distributed, 
z - N,+,,,(O, (01 + ~2w’G-%7) L-t , l), 
Zl - Nr-1,n-t(O, 4-l 3 L-t), (3.21) 




( 22’ 1 / VV I (p - l)“-l 
A = ($2) 1 Z2Z2/ I (Tr(ZlZ,‘) + Tr VV’)p-l (3.22) 
Let us write Z,’ = (Z,’ i Z,‘). Keeping Z, as fixed, we make an orthogonal trans- 
formation 
z’Q = (q’ v2’), (3.23) 
such that v, = (Z,,Z0’)-1~2Z,,z is a vector of (p - 1) elements and z’z = 
v,‘v, + v2’vs with v, being a vector of (n - t) - (p - 1) elements. Then 
Yl = V2’V2/(%‘Vl + v2’v2) (3.24) 
is distributed as beta with ((n - t - p + 1)/2, (p - 1)/2) as parameters, and 
yI , Z, , and V are independently distributed. Further, (3.22) can be written as 
I zoz; I I VV’ I 
A = “(* - lJDel) Z2&’ 1 (Tr ZIZi + Tr VV’)“-l ’ 
(3.25) 
Note that h/y, is similar to (3.17) after replacingp and Y by (p - 1) and (r - l), 
respectively. Hence, h can be represented as the product of independent beta 
variates and using (3.20) we can obtain 
huh _ (p - 1)‘“~l’h r, i” - t ; * + r + h) r,-, (; + h) 
us, - 
r T ( -y* “)r,-,(;) 
r np-tr-?z++++p-l)r-((r-1)2-*(*-1) 





np - tr - n + t + (p - 1)r - (I - 1)” _ p(p - 1) 
2 4 
+ (p - 1)h) r (+ + h) 
1 
(3.26) 
From this, we can obtain the exact distribution of X by using the inverse Mellin’s 
transform, and the approximate distribution can be obtained by using the 
results given by Anderson [l]. 
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4. EXTENSIONS TO COMPLEX GAUSSIAN VARIATES 
In this section, all the matrices will be on the complex plane. The ‘complex 
Gaussian distribution is defined by Goodman [2], and the growth curve model 
for such a case will be represented as 
where the column vectors of X are independently distributed as complex 
Gaussian with the same covariance structure. This will be denoted by 
Results of the problems similar to those of Section 2 can be written immediately 
by the following changes in Sections 2 and 3: 
(i) change transpose signs to conjugate transpose signs; 
(ii) replace normal distributions by complex normal distributions; 
(iii) substitute P9(n/2) for pa(n) = +‘(*-1)/2 I$=, r(n - j + l), r(42) 
for r(n), 
r&/2 + h) by &(n + 4 and r(h + 42) by r(n + 4; 
and 
(iv> write u2, a, and ~a as real numbers. 
Remarks. Some other structures on covariances matrices like C = Cf=, CT,VI 
or compound symmetry of C are under investigations and the tests of location 
parameters under some structures on C are also under investigations. 
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